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CHAPTER TEN 

HOW AND WHY 

INDIVIDUALS ARE ABLE TO 

DEVELOP EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE 

Richard E. Boyatzis 

Beyon d the bene fit of und erstand ing oneself, the appea l of the concept of 
emotional intelligence is the hop e for developme nt. Many researche rs of 

this concept contend that a person can develop the characteri stics that consti
tute emotional intelligence. But few have taken the time to rigoro usly evaluate 
change efforts. This chapter presents a model of individ ual chang e that draws 
on years of research on ind ividu als' development of the sets of cha rac teristics 
now called emoti ona l int ellige nce. Thi s eviden ce offers hope that emotional 
intelligen ce competencies can be deve lop ed. It has emerged from multiple 
sources, but thre e in particular: first, the resea rch of David McClelland , David 
Winter, and their colleagues from the 1960s and 1970s on developing achieve
ment and power motivation; second, the work of David Kolb and his colleagues 
from the 1960s and early 1970s on self-directed behaviora l change; third, the 
work of numerou s doctoral student s a nd my colleagues at the Weatherhead 
School of Manageme nt at Case Western Reserve Uni vers ity in the la te 1980s 
and throughout th e 1990s in competency deve lopment. This research is re
viewed as eviden ce of a model, or theory, of individual, sustainable change in 
emotion al inte lligence. 
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Emotional Intelligence Can Be Developed 

In this chapter, as in all the chapters in this volume, emotio nal intelligence is de
fined as the composite set of capabilities that enables a person to manage herself 
and others (Goleman, 1995a, 1998b). This definition can be made more accurate 
if we add that the frequency with which a person demonstrates or uses the con
stituent capabilities, or competencies, inh erent in emotiona l intelligence dete r
mine s the ways in which she deals with herself, her life and work, and others 
(Boyatzis, Goleman , & Rhee, 2000). Although the specific labels and conceptual
izations of these competenc ies may vary, they address (I) Self-Awareness, includ
ing Emotional Self-Awareness, Accurate and 
(2) Self-Management, includin g Achievement Orientation , Adaptability , Ini tia
tive, Trustworthin ess, Conscientiousness, and Self-Con trol; (3) Social Awareness, 
includin g Emp athy, Service Orientation , and Organizational Awareness; and 
(4) Social Skills, includin g Leadership, Influence, Commun icat ion, Developing 
Others, Change Catalyst, Conflict Management, Building Bonds, and Teamwork 
and Collaboration (Goleman, 1998b; Boyatzis, Goleman, & Rhee , 2000). 

Can a Person Improve on El Competencies? 

Decades of research on the effects of psychother apy (Hubbl e, Duncan, & Miller, 
1999), self-help program s (Kanfer & Goldstein, 199 1 ), cognitive behavior therapy 
(Barlow, 1985), training programs (Morrow,Jarrett , & Rupin ski, 1997), and edu
cation (Pascarella & Terenzini, 1991; Winter, McClelland, & Stewart , 198 1) have 
shown that people can change their behavior, moods, and self-image. But most of 
the studies have focused on a single character istic (such as maintenance of sobri
ety or reduction of a specific anxiety) or a set of characteristics determin ed by the 
assessment instrum ent, such as the scales of the MMPI. For example, the impact 
of Achievemen t Motivat ion training was a dramat ic increase in small business 
success, with train ees creating more new jobs, starting more new businesses, and 
paying more taxes than individu als in compari son group s did (McC lelland & 
Winter, 1969; Miron & McClelland , 1979). The impa ct of Power Motivation 
training was improved mainten ance of sobriety (Cutter, Boyatzis, & Clancy, 1977). 

The current conceptu alizat ion of emot ional intelligence (EI) poses a chal
lenging questi on : Can a person change her abilities in the set of competencies 
that constitute emotion al intelligence that have been shown to determine out 
standin g job performance in many occupations, including managem ent and pro
fessional jobs? 
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A series of longitudin al studies under way at the Weatherhead School of Man
age ment (WSOM) of Case Western Reserve University has shown that over two 
to five years, people can chang e on these competencies. MBA students, averaging 
twent y-seven yea rs o ld at entry into the program, showe d dramatic changes on 

videotaped and audiotaped behavioral samples a nd questionnaire measures of 
the se compe tencies, as summari zed in Tables I 0.1 and I 0.2 , as a result of the 

competency -based, outcome-oriented MBA program impl eme nted at the school 
in 1990 (Boyatz is, Baker, Leonard, Rhee, & Thomp son, 1995; Boyatzis, Leonard, 
Rhee, & Wheeler, 1996; Boyatzis, Wheeler, & Wright, 1997). 

Four cadre s of full-time MBA students, graduatin g in 1992, 1993, 1994, and 

1995, showed strong euidence of impro vement (that is, statistically significant improve
ment in multiple years with multiple measure s of the competency) on 71 percent (five 
out of seven) of the competenc ies in the Self-M anagemen t cluster (Efficiency Ori

entation, Plannin g, In itiative, F lexibility, Self-Confidence ), I 00 percent (two) of the 
com pete ncies in the Social Awareness cluster (Empath y and Social Obj ectivity), and 
50 percent (three out of six) of the compete ncies in the Social Skills cluster (Net
working, Oral Communication, and Group Management ). Meanwhile the part-time 
MBA students graduating in 1994, 1995, and 1996 showed strong improvement on 

7I percent of the competencies in the Self-Management cluster (Efficiency Orien
tation, Initi ative, Flexibility, Attention to Detail, and Self-Confidence ), 50 percent of 
the competencies in the Social Awareness cluster (Social Objectivity), and 83 percent 

of the competencies in the Soc ial Skills cluster. In a follow-up study of two of these 
graduatin g classes of part-time students, Wheeler (1999) demon strated that during 
the two years following graduati on, they showed statistically significant improvement 
on an audiotaped, behavioral measure of the com petencies in the Social Awareness 
and Social Skills clusters (Empath y and Persuasiveness) in which they had not shown 
strong improvement during the MBA program. 

These stud ents con tra st with the WSOM graduates of the 1988 and 1989 
tradi tional MBA progra m, who showed strong impr ovement in only one compe 
tency in the Self-Management cluster (in both the 1988 and 1989 cadres, full-time 
stud ents showed impro vement in Self-Confidence and part- time students showed 
improvement in Flexibility). It is also worth noting that full-time students gradu 
ating from the compete ncy-based MBA program showed strong evidence or some 
evidence of improvement in I 00 perc ent or all of the emotional intelligence com
pete ncies assesse d , and part-time students showed strong or some evidence of 
improv ement in 93 percent of the compete ncies assessed (some evidence is de
fined as statistically significan t improveme nt in one year or with one measure ). In 
a longitudinal study of four classes completing the WSOM Professional Fellows 
Program (an executive education program ), Ballou, Bowers, Boyatz is, and Kolb 
( 1999) showed that forty-five- to fifty-five-year -old professionals and executives had 



TABLE 10.1. EIIMPROVEMENT AMONG FULL-TIME STUDENTS IN OLD PROGRAM AND IN NEW PROGRAM. 

Old Program New Program 

Evidence of Goal and Action People Analytic Goal and Action People Analytic 
Improvement Management Management Reasoning Management Management Reasoning 

Strong evidence Self -Confidence Use of Concepts Efficiency Self-Confidence Use of Concepts 
Systems Orientation Networking Systems 
Thinking Planning Oral Thinking 

Quantitative Initiative Communication Pattern 
Analysis Flexibility Empathy Recognition 

Use of Group Social 
Technology Management Objectivity 

Written Quantitative 
Communication Analysis 

Use of 
Technology 

Written 
Communication 

Some evidence Efficiency Empathy Social Self-Control Developing 
Orientation Networking Objectivity Attention to Others 

Initiative Detail Persuasiveness 
Flexibility Negotiating 

No evidence Planning Persuasiveness 
(Attention to Negotiating 
Detail and Group 
Self-Control Management 
were not Developing 
coded) Others 

Oral 
Communication 

Negative Pattern 
evidence Recognition 

(verbal) 



TABLE 10.2. EIIMPROVEMENT AMONG PART-TIME STUDENTS IN OLD PROGRAM AND IN NEW PROGRAM. 

Old Program New Program 

Evidence of Goal and Action People Analytic Goal and Action People Analytic 
Improvement Management Management Reasoning Management Management Reasoning 

Strong evidence Flexibility Systems Thinking Efficiency Group Use of Concepts 
Quantitative Orientati on Management Social Objecti vity 
Analysis Initiative Self -Confidence Use of 

Flexibility Networking Technology 
Attention to Oral Pattern 
Detail Communication Recognition 

Developing Quantitative 
Othe rs Analysis 

Negotiating Systems Thinking 
Written 

Communicat ion 

Some evidence Efficiency Negotiating Written Planning Empathy 
Orientation Communicat ion Persuasiveness 

Social Objectivity 

No evidence Planning Persuasiveness Use of Concepts Self-Control 
Initiative Self-Confidence Pattern 
(Attention to Networking Recognition 

Detail and Group 
Self-Control Management 
were not Oral 
coded) Communication 

Developing 
Others 

Negative Empathy Use of 
evidence Technology 
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statisticall y significant impr ovement in Self-Confidence, Leadership , H elping, 
Goal-Settin g, and Action Skills. These were 67 percen t of the emoti onal inte lli
gence competen cies assessed in this study. 

Why Would People Want to Change? 

There are three reasons why a person might want to develop his emotional intel
ligence. First, a person might want to increase his effectiveness at work or increase 
his potenti al for promotion. This could be called a career or professional develop
ment objective. Second , a person might want to become a better person. This can 
be called a personal growth objective. Third , a person might want to help other s 
develop emotional intelligence or to pursue either of the objectives just mentioned. 

Effectiveness and success, which are no t synonymous, require a good .fit be
tween the person (tha t is, his capability or competencies, values, interests, and so 
forth), the demand s of a specific job or role, and the organizational environment , 
as shown in Figure I 0.1 (Boyatzis, 1982). In hum an resource management, com
mon practi ce is to identify the competencies needed for effective job perform ance 
and then either find people with these competencies and hire them for the job or 
develop these competen cies in people already in the organization (Boyatzis, 1996). 
The link between the emotional intelligence competencies and performance has 
been reviewed and sum mari zed in Goleman (1 998b). Unfortu nately, competen
cies, even those empiri cally determin ed to lead or relate to outstanding job per
formance and also emotional intelligence competencies are necessary but not stif]icient 
to predict performan ce (Goleman, 1998b). They help us understand what a per
son is capable of doing and what he has done in the past but not what he will do. 
Competen cies explain and describe how we perfor m but not why we perform or 
not. We need to know more about the person's motivation and values to ascertain 
how his commitment to the organization and his compatibility with the vision and 
culture of the organization will affect his desire to use the competencies he has. 
It will also affect his desire to develop or enhan ce other competenc ies. In some 
approa ches to compet ency research, such as those of Boyatzis (1982), Spence r 
and Spen cer ( 1993), and McClelland ( 1973), researchers incor porate intent in the 
definition. Although this makes the competency profile for maximum job perfor
mance more compr ehensive, it still does not address the will or desire to use one's 
capabilitie s to develop and to enhance oth ers. Looking at comp etency needs for 
superi or perform ance in jobs and in roles in life, we are continually drawn back 
to the need for int ention ality; what is the person's intention or reason for using 
the behavior and ability? 

It is the same with behavioral change. Adults change themselves; this is espe
cially true for sustainable beh avioral chan ge. In other words, adults decide what 
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FIGURE 10.1. CONTINGENCY THEORY OF ACTION AND JOB PERFORMANCE. 

INDIVIDUAL 

Vision , values , philosophy (valuing) 
Knowledg e, abiliti es (competenci es) 

Life and career stages, cycles, o r modes 
Style 

Inter ests 

ORGANIZATIO NAL 
ENVIRONMEN T 

Culture and climat e 

JOB DEMANDS 

Tasks 
Functions 

Roles 

Stru cture and systems 
Maturi ty of the indu stry and strate gic 

position of the organizati o n 

Best Fit = Area of Maximum 
Stimulati on , Chall enge, 
and Performance 

Source: Adapt ed from Boyatzis, 1982 . 

The larger context 

or how they will chan ge. This is also evident in learnin g. People learn what they 
want to learn. Ideas and beh aviors that they are not interested in learning may 
be acquired temporarily (that is, for a test) but are then soon forgotten (Specht & 
Sandlin , 1991 ). Student s, children , patients, clients, and subordinat es may act as 
if they care about learnin g something and go through the motions of learnin g it, 
but they will then proceed to disregard it or forget it- unless it is something that 
they want to learn . Even in situations where a person is under threat or coercion 
to make a behavioral change, the behavior will typically be extinguished or revert 
to its original form once the threat is removed. C hemical or horm onal changes in 
a person's body are not subject to this disregarding or forgetting. But even in such 
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situat ions, the interp reta tion of a change and the behavioral comportme nt fol
lowing upon it will be affected by the person's will, values, and motivations. 

It appears that most, if not all, sustainable behavioral change is intentiona l. 
Self-directed change is an intentional change in an aspect of who you are (that is, your Real Self) 
or who you want to be (that is, your Ideal Self) or both. Self-directed learning is self-directed change 
in which you are aware of the change and understand the process of change. The process of 
self-directed change and learning is illustrated graphically in Figure I 0.2 (Boyatzis, 
1999a). Thi s model is an enhancem ent of the earlier models developed by Kolb, 
Winter, and Berlew (1968), Boyatzis and Kolb (1969), Kolb and Boyatzis (1970a, 
l970b ), and Kolb ( 197 1 ). The remainder of this chapter describes and explains 
the process, looking at four points of discontinuity and offering learni ng points 
for engaging the process. A discontinuity is a part of the process that may not and 
often does not occur as a smooth, linear event. It is accompanied by surp rise. A 
person 's behavior may seem persistent for long periods of time and then it may 
change quit e suddenly. Thi s is a discontinuity. Throughout this chapter, concepts 
from compl exity theory are used to describe the model of self-directed change 
and learning. A person may begin the process of self-directed change and learn
ing at any point in the process, but it often begins when the person experiences a 
discontinuity, an epiph any or moment of awareness associated with a sense of ur
gency. This model describes the process as it has been designed into a required 
course and int o the elements of revised MBA and executive programs imple
mented in 1990 at the Weatherhead School of Mana gement. Experimentation 
and research into the var ious program and course components have resulted in 
refinement of these compon ents and of the model. For a detailed descrip tion of 
the course, see Boyatzis (1995, 1994). 

The First Discontinuity: 
Deciding Who I Am and Who I Want to Be 

The first discont inuity and potential starting point for the process of self-directed 
change and learning is the discovery of who you are and who you want to be. This 
may occur as a decision you make amo ng your choices for your Real Self (Who 
am I?) and your Ideal Self (Who do I want to be?). 

Catching Your Dreams, Energizing Your Passion 

Our Ide al Self is an image of the person we want to be. It emerges from our 
ego ideal , dreams, and aspirations. Research over the last twenty years has re
vealed the power of positive imaging or visioning in sports, appreciative inquiry 
(Cooperrider , 1990), meditat ion and biofeedback, and other psychophysiological 
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FIGURE 10.2. SELF-DIRECTED CHANGE AND LEARNING PROCESS. 

RELATIONSHIPS 

Source: Boyatzis, 1999a . 

situati ons. It is believed that the potency of focusing one 's thoughts on the de
sired end state of one's condition is driven by the e motional components of the 
brain (Goleman , 1995a). Following in the path of earlier research on approach 
versus avoidance drives (Miller, 195 1) and the power of conscious volition Oames, 
1892), it has been thought that dream s and aspirations carry with them uncon
scious drives that are more powerf ul than conscious thought. The Ideal Self is a 
reflect ion of a person's intrin sic drives. Numerous studies have shown that intrin
sic motives have more enduring impa ct on a person's behavior than extrin sic mo-
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tives (Deci & Ryan, 1994). Our aspirations, dreams, and desired states are shaped 
by our value s, philo sophy (Boyatzis , Murphy, & Wheeler , 2000 ), life and caree r 
stages (Boyatzis & Kolb, 1999), motives (McClelland, 1985 ), role models, and other 
factors. Research indi cates that we can access and engage deep emotio nal com
mitm ent and psychic energy if we engage our passions and concept ually catch 
our dreams in our Ideal Self image. 

It is an anoma ly that we know the importance of considering the Ideal Self 
and yet, when we engage in a chan ge or learnin g process, we often skip over the 
clear formulation or artic ulation of our Ideal Self image. If a parent, spouse, boss, 
or teacher tells us that somethin g about us should be different , she is giving us her 
version of our Ideal Self. She is telling us abo ut the person she wants us to be. The 
extent to which we believe or accept thi s image determin es the extent to which it 
becomes part of our Ideal Self. Our relucta nce to accept others' expecta tions or 
wishes for us to chan ge is one of many reasons why we may not live up to other s' 
expectat ions or wishes and not change or learn acco rding to their agenda! In cur
rent psycholo gy, others' version of what our Ideal Self should be is referred to as 
the Ought Self. 

We may be victim s of the expectations of others and the seductive power of 
popular images from the media, celebr ities, and our reference groups. In his book 
The Hungry Spirit: Beyond Capitalism, A Qy,estfor Purpose in the Modern World (I 997), 
Charles Handy descr ibes the difficulty of determinin g his own ideal: 

I spent the early part of my life trying hard to be someone else. At school I 
wanted to be a great athlete, at university an admired socialite, afterwards a 
businessman and, later,·the head of a great institution. It did not take me long 
to discover that I was not destined to be successful in any of these guises, but 
that did not prevent me from trying, and being perpetually disappointed with 
myself. The problem was that in trying to be someone else I neglected to con
centrate on the person I could be. That idea was too frighten ing to contemp late 
at the time. I was happier going along with the convention s of the time, mea
suring success in terms of money and position, climbing ladders which others 
placed in my way, collecting things and contacts rather than giving expression 
to my own beliefs and persona lity [p. 86]. 

In this and similar ways, we often allow ourse lves to be anesthetized to our 
dreams and lose sight of our deeply felt Ideal Self. 

Awareness of the Real: Am I a Boiling Frog? 

Our awareness of our current self, the person that others see and with whom they 
interact, is elusive. It is norm al for our human psyches to prot ect themselves from 
the automatic intake and conscious realization of all information about ourselves. 
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These ego-defense mechanisms serve to protect us. They also conspire to delude 
us into constructing an image of who we are that feeds on itself, becomes self
perpetuating, and eventually may become dysfunctional (Goleman, 1985). 

How does this happen in reasonably intelligent, sensitive people? One reason 
is the slow, gradual de velopment of individuals ' perception of their self-image. 

The boilingfrog syndrome applies here . It is said that if one drops a frog into a 
pot of boiling water, it will jump out due to its instinctive defense mechanism. But 
if one places a frog in a pot of cool water and graduall y increases the tempera
ture, the frog will sit in the water until it is boiled! Slow adjustments are accept
able on the way to a major change, but the same change made dramatically is not 
tolerated. For a more direct example, consider how people gaining weight or los
ing their sense of humor often do not see the change in their current Real Self 
because it has developed through small steps and iterative adjustments. In the re
cent action-adventure film, Fire Down Below, the hero asks a local residen t in the 
hills of West Virginia about smoke pouring out of the ground from an abandoned 
coal mine. When she tells him that it has been that way for twelve and a half years, 
he asks if that bothers anyone. She tells him that it does not matter-gi ve it long 
enough , and anything seems normal. 

The greatest challenge to an accurat e current self-image (that is, seeing your
self as others see you and in a way consistent with your other internal states, be
liefs, emotions, and so forth) is the b oiling frog syndrome. Several factors 
contr ibute to thi s syndrome. First, people around you may not let you see a 
change. They may not give you feedba ck or information about how they see it. 
Also, they may be victims of the boiling frog syndrome themselves, adjusting their 
perception daily. For example, if you haven't seen a friend' s child for two years, 
when you do see him you may gasp over how fast he ha s grown. Meanwhile, the 
p arent is aware of the child's growth only when she has to buy new shoes or 
clothes or when a sudden change in the child' s hormonal balance leads to previ
ously unlikely behavior. 

Second, enabler s- those who forgive the change, are frightened of it, or do 
not care about it-m ay allow it to pass unnoticed. Our relationships and inter
personal contexts mediate and interpret cues from the environment. They help 
us interpret what things mean. You ask a friend, '}\m I getting fat?" And she re
sponds, "No, you look great!" Whether this is reassur ing to the listener or not , it 
is confusing for your self-image and may not be providing feedback to the ques
tion you asked. Of cou rse, if she had said, "No, it's just the spread of age," or 
"No, it's just the normal effects of gravity," you may not have any more useful in
formation either. 

Third, likely in an attempt to be nice or to defend themselves against similar 
information about themselves, others may foster or perpetuate a delusion about 
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your current Real Self image . Here is a test: Is there something about yourself that 
you once said you would never let happen but that has? Do you find yourself, for 
examp le, gradually taking on more characteristics and mannerism s of one of your 
parents? Transitions in life or careers may lead to change s in your behavior that 
may go unnoticed until they abruptly interfere with daily functioning. 

In counseling sessions with effective CEOs and managing directors of not
for-profits, I have often been surprised to learn that they do not see themselves as 
leaders. Others may see them as leaders. Sometimes humility blocks this percep
tion for themselves. Sometimes the interpersonal or cultural context does. When 
you are just one of the gods on Olympus, you do not stand out because everyone 
has the same super powers. On the planet Krypton, Superman was just another 
citizen. Not admitting to yourself that which is obvious to other s can also occur 
when you have prolonged spiritu al blackouts, losing sight of your core values and 
your philosophy. 

Challenges and Paths to Awareness of Your Real Self and Your Ideal Self 

This point of discontinuity offers two major learning points that are helpful in en
gaging the self-directed change and learning proce ss: 

I. Engage your passion and create your dreams. 
2. Know thyself! 

You put both these learning points into practice by finding and using multi
ple sources for feedback about your Real and Ideal Selves. The sources of insight 
into your Real Self may include systematically collected information from others, 
such as the 360-degree feedback currently considered fashionable in organ iza
tions. This source offers construct validity. That is, through listening to the infor
mation you collect about how you act and appear to many others (supervisor, 
peers, subord inates, clients and customers, family and spouse, and so forth) , you 
are forming a consensua lly validated image of yourself The degree to which this 
consensus is an image of the real you depends on the degree to which (I) these oth
ers see, observe, and interact with you and (2) you reveal yourse lf to them. An
other possible source of insight into your Real Self may be behavioral feedback 
from videotaped or audiotaped interactions , such as collected in assessment cen
ters. Various psychological tests may also help you determine or make explicit such 
inner aspects of your Real Self as values, philosophy, traits, and motives. 

Sources for insight into your Ideal Self are more personal and more elusive 
than are those for the Real Self. Various exercises and tests can help by making 
explicit various dreams or aspirations you have for the future. Talking with close 
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fi-iends or mentor s can help. Allowing yourself to think about your desired future, 
not merely your prediction of your most likely future, is the source of insight that 
is most difficult to tap into. The se conversat ions and exploration s must take place 
in psychologically safe surroundi ngs. Often the implicit norms of our immediate 
social groups and work group s do not allow nor enco urage such discussion. You 
may want to search for groups of people who are considering changing their lives; 
these groups may take the form of academ ic programs, career development work
shops, or program s for personal growth experiences. 

The Second Discontinuity: 
The Balance Between Preservation and Adaptation 

The second discontinui ty and potential start of self-directed change and learning 
may occur when you determi ne the balance between the aspects of yourself you 
want to preserve, keep, and relish and the aspects you would like to change , stim
ulate to grow, or adapt to your environm ent and situation. Your awareness, or re
alization, of these com ponents and the balance between them is your readiness 
to change. 

Strange Attractors of Continuity 
and Change (Preservation and Adaptation) 

The strange attractors of preservation and adaptat ion, or continuity and change, 
constitut e a yin/yang balance and interaction within ourselves. That is, before 
you can truly consider changing a part of yourself, you must have a sense of what 
you value and want to keep. Likewise, considering what you want to preserve 
about yourself involves admitt ing aspects of yourself that you wish to change or 
adap t in some manner. Awareness and exp loration of each these parts of your
self exists in the context of awarene ss and exploration of the other. 

All too often, people explore growth or development by focusing on their 
"gaps," or deficiencies. Organ izational training program s and manag ers conduct
ing annu al reviews often commit the same mistake. There is an assumption that we 
can leave well enough alone and get to the areas that need work. It is no wonder 
that many of these programs or procedures intended to help a person develop re
sult in the individual's feeling battered , beleaguered , and bruised, not helped, en
couraged , motivated, or guided. The gaps may get your attention, however, because 
they disrupt progr ess or Row (R . Fry, personal communi cation, April 1998). 

Exploration of yourself in the context of your environment (How am I fit
ting into this setting? How am I doing in the view of oth ers? Am I part of this 
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gro up or organ ization or fami ly?) and exam ination of your Real Self in the con
text of your Ideal Self involve both comparative and evaluative judgments. A com
prehensive view includes both stren gths and weaknesses . That is, to contemplate 
change, one must contemplate stability. To identifY and commit to changing part s 
of yourself, you must identify those parts you want to keep and possibly enhan ce. 
Adaptation does not imply or require "death" but evolu tion of the self. 

Your willingness to change, or readiness to change, relies on your articulation 
of this balance of preservation and adaptation and your understanding of both of 
these facto rs. In various conceptualizati ons of readines s to change, Guglie lmino 
( 1978) and Gug lielmino , G uglielmino, and Long ( 1987) focus on pe rsonal char
acterist ics that precede change and appear to help move the process along. But in 
the model pre sented in this chapter , one 's readiness to change , and even the de
sirability of and com mitment to the change , is affected by the articulation and 
balancing of the elements of pre servati on and of adaptation. Thi s mode l de
scribes the change proce ss. The subject of the mod el is not change. Chang e itself 
is not the object. The ideal or desired end result is the object. This desired end 
sult of the change proce ss may include aspects of the current Real Self as well as 
aspects of the Ideal Self not as yet achieved. 

Thi s result involves juggling the present and future at the same time. That is, 
preservat ion and adaptation are pre sent orien ted and future oriented , respectively. 
Preservat ion require s preserving the core , the stability or, in Fry's term, the conti
nuiry (Fry & Srivastva, 1992). This is the part of ourselves that we value, enjoy, want 
to keep; it is often built into our identity, self-image (self-schema), persona, and pos
sibly even our public image. It is in this sense the present. A continuiry story tells you 
about your core. You can use a life history or autobiography to generate your core. 
Meanwhile, adaptat ion is "stimulatin g change," or growth, and in aspiring toward 
some Ideal Self is pursuing somethin g in the futur e. Thi s personal adaptat ion is 
analogous to the forces of adaptation and preservation that Collins and Porra s 
(1994) docum ented as critical to the change and survival of organizations. 

Challenges and Paths to Your Readiness to Change 

This point of discontinuity offers two major learning points helpful in enga ging 
the self-directed change and learning process: 

1. Identify and articulate both the stren gths (those aspects of yourself you want 
to preserve) and the gaps or discrepanc ies in your Real and Ideal Selves (those 
aspects of yourself you want to keep and those that you want to adapt or change). 

2. Keep your attention on both sets of factor s-do not let either preservation 
or adaptation become your preoccupation! 
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Some organizational cultures, as mentioned earlier, encourage a preoccupation 
with the gaps. Some individual s have philosophies, or value orie ntations, that push 
them to focus on areas of impr ovement (a pragmatic value orientation, Boyatzis, 
Murphy, & Wheeler, 2000, for example, or a dominant underlying need for achieve
ment, McClelland , 1985). Some individuals have such a low level of self-confidence 
or self-esteem that they assume they are unworthy; distrusting positive feedback they 
focus on the negative issues. 

To carry out these learn ing points, build your strength s into any development 
or learn ing plan on which you are working. At the same time, do not use a 
stre ngth as a reason to deny or avoid adaptation and change. Seek a balance. 

The Third Discontinuity: The Decision to Change 

The third discontinuity and potential start of the process of self-directed change 
and learnin g is the decision to change. Pro chaska , DiCl eme nte, and Norcross 
( 1992) called this a movement from contemplation to preparation for change (see Chap
ter Nine). It is the emotional or intell ect ual next step once you have achieved 
awareness of your strength s and weaknesses and of the discrepancies and con
gruencies between your Real and Ideal Selves, that which you want to preserve 
and tha t which you wz:-:1t to adapt. It is durin g this part of the process that the di
rection and intention of the change effort is arti culated and made explicit (that is, 
consc ious). A majo r part of this process is setting goals. 

Setting Goals 

The setting of goals and creating of plans to achieve those goals has been an integral 
part of model s and theories of chan ge proce sses, and in particular self-directed 
change processes, for several centuri es (Kolb & Boyatzis, l970b ). WilliamJames de
scribed the importance of conscious volition in personal change. Of course, even 
earlier, Benjamin Franklin outlined a process for becom ing a virtuous person by set
ting dai ly and weekly goa ls to increase one 's virtuou s behavior. In recent years, 
McClelland (1965) formulated a motive acquisition process that included goal-setting 
and planning, and then proceeded to establish the effectiveness of these steps in mo
tive change studies among ent repreneur s (McClelland & Winter, 1969; Miron & 
McClelland, 1979; McClelland, Davis, Kalin , & Wanner, 1972). Kolb, Winter, and 
Bedew (1968), Kolb and Boyatzis ( 1970a, l 970b), Boyatzis and Kolb (1969), and 
Kolb ( 1971) began to elaborate the point s in the pro cess at which goal-setting 
and planning are essential for change to occur. Integration of McClelland's steps in 
moti ve acqu isition and the Kolb and Boyatzis model s resulted in a model for the 
competency acquisition process (Boyatzis, 1982; Spen cer & Spen cer, 1993). 
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As part of one of the longitudinal studies at the Weatherhead School of Man
agement , Leonard ( 1996) showed that MBAs who desired to change on certain 
competencies and set goa ls to do so, changed significantly on those compet encies 
as compared to other MBAs. Previous litera ture had shown how goals affected 
certain changes on specific competencies (Locke & Latham , 1990) but had not es
tablished evidence of behavioral change on a comprehensive set of competencies 
constituting emotional intelligence. 

Challenges to Deciding to Change 

The third discontinuity offers one major learning point helpful in engaging the 
self-directed change and learn ing process: 

1. Create your person al learning agenda! 

Others cannot tell you how you should change- that is, they may tell you but 
it will not help you engage in the change process. Parents, teachers, spouses, bosses, 
and sometime s even your children will try to impose goals for change or learnin g 
on you. However, people learn only what they want to learn ! 

The late 1960s and early 1970s were witness to a widespread program in or
ganizations called management f?y objectives. It was so popular that it sprea d to other 
arenas-you could find books and workshops on learning by objectives, teaching 
by objectives, and so on and so forth. In all the se progra ms, there was one and 
only one approach to goal-setting and plannin g taught. It specified development 
of specific, observab le, time-phased, and challenging (that is, involving mode rate 
risk) behavioral goals. Unfortunately , this one-size-fits-all approach Jacked a cred
ible alternat ive until McCaskey (1974) suggested that some people plan by "do
main and direction setting." Later, as part of the Weatherhead longitudina l studies, 
McKe e (then London ) ( 1991) studied how MBA graduates planned personal im
provement. She discovered four different styles of plannin g: objectives-oriented 
planning ; domain and direction plannin g; task- (or activity-) orien ted planning; 
and present-orient ed planning. The latter appeared as an existential orientation 
to one's involvement in developm ental activities and could be considered a non
planni ng style. 

The major barr ier to engaging in goal-setting and planning is that people are 
already busy and cannot add anything else to their lives. In such cases success with 
self-directed chang e and learning occurs only when pe ople can determine what 
to say no to and how to stop some curr ent activities in their lives to make room 
for new ones. Another potential threat to success is the development of a plan that 
calls for a person to engage in activities calling for a learnin g style different from 
their preferred learnin g style or beyond their learnin g flexibilit y (Kolb, 1984; 
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Boyatzis, 1994). When this occurs the person is likely to become demotivated and 
often stops the activities or becomes impati ent and decides that the goals are not 
worth the effort. 

The Fourth Discontinuity: The Decision to Act 

The fourth discontinuity and potential start of self-directed change and learning 
is to experim ent with and pra ctice de sired changes. Acting on the plan and 
toward the goals involves numerous activitie s. People often engage in these ac
tivities in the cont ext of experimenting with new behavior. Typically, following 
a period of experimenta tion, the person practices the new behaviors in the ac
tua l work and other settin gs in which he wishes to use them. During this part of 
the process, self-directed chang e and learnin g begins to look like a continuous im
provement process. 

Experimentation and Practice 

To develop or learn new behavior, a per son must find ways to learn more from 
ongoing experiences. That is, exper imentation and prac tice does not always re
quire attending courses or a new activity. It may involve trying something differ
ent in a current setting, reflecting on what occurs, and experimenting further in 
this same setting. Sometim es, this part of the process requires finding and using 
opportunities to learn and change. People may not even think they have changed 
until they have tried new beh avior in a work or rea l-world setting. Rhee ( 1997) 
studied full-time MBA students in one of the Weatherhead cadres over a two-year 
period. He interviewed, tested, and video- and audiotaped them about every six to 
eight weeks. Even though he found evidence of significant improvements on nu
merous interpersonal abilities by the end of the second semester of their program, 
the students did n()t perceive that they had chan ged or improved in these abilities 
until they had return ed from their summer internships. 

Dreyfus ( 1990) studied managers of scientists and engineers who were con
sidered superior perform ers. Once she documented that they used considerably 
more of cert ain abi lities than their less effective counterp arts, she pursued how 
they had developed some of those abilities. One of the distinguishing abilities was 
Group Manageme nt, also called Team Buildin g. She found that many of these 
middl e-aged managers had first experim ented with Team-Building skills in high 
school and college and in sports, clubs, and living groups. Later, when they be
came "bench scientists and engineers" working on probl ems in relative isolation, 
they still used and prac ticed team building and group mana gement in social and 
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community organization s, such as 4-H Clubs , and in professional association s by 
plannin g conferences and such. 

The experimen tation and pract ice are most effective when they occur in con
ditions in which the person feels safe (Kolb & Boyatzis, 1970b). T his sense of psy
chological safety creates an atmosphere in which the person can try new behav ior, 
perceptions, and thoughts with relatively Jess risk of shame or embarrassme nt and 
of ser ious consequences of failure . 

Our relationships are an essential part of. our environment. Our most crucial 
relationships are often in gro ups that have parti cular importance to us. These re
lationships and groups give us a sense of identity, guide us as to appropr iate and 
"good " behavior, and provide feed back on our behav ior. In socio logy, they a re 
called reference groups. They create a context in which we can interpret our progress 
on desired changes and the uti lity of new learnin g, and even contribut e signifi
cant input to formulati on of our Ideal Self image (Kram, 1996). In this way our 
relationships are mediat ors, moderators, interpret ers, sources of feedbac k, sources 
of support, and givers of perm ission for change and learning! They may also be 
ou r most important source of protec tion against relapses to our earlier forms of 
behavior. Wheeler ( 1999) analyzed the extent to which the MBA graduat es worked 
on their goals in multiple lift spheres (work, family, recreat ional groups, and so forth). 
In a two-year follow-up study of two of the graduating classes of part -time MBA 
student s, she found those who worked on their goals and plans in multiple sets of 
relationship s improved the most, mo re than those working on goa ls in only one 
setting, such as work or one relation ship. 

In a study of the impa ct of the yearlong executive development program for 
doctors, lawyers, professors, engineers, and other professionals, mentioned earlier, 
Ballou et. al. ( 1999) found that partic ipants gained in Self-Con fidence dur ing the 
program . Obse rvers wou ld have said these part icipants were very high in Self
Confiden ce even at the beginnin g of the program, so this was a curious finding! 
The best explanation came from prog ram graduates' answe rs to follow-up ques
tions. T hey exp lained the evident increase in Self-Co nfidence as an increase in 
their confidence that they cou ld change. T heir existing reference groups (family, 
groups at work, professional groups, communi ty grou ps) all had an investment in 
the ir staying the same even though they wante d to change. The Professional Fel
lows Progra m allowed them to develop a new reference g roup th at encouraged 
change. 

According to theor ies of social identity and referen ce gro ups and now rela
tional theories, our relationships both mediate and mode rate our sense of who we 
are and who we wan t to be. We develop or elab orate our Ideal Self from these 
contexts. We label and interpr et our Real Self from these contexts. We in terp ret 
and value strengths (aspect s we consider our core that we wish to preserv e) from 
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these contexts. We interpret and value gaps (aspects we consider weaknesses or 
things we wish to chang e) from these contexts. 

Challenges to the Decision to Act 

This discontinuity offers three major learning poin ts helpful in engaging the self
directed change and learning process: 

1. Experiment and practice and try to learn more from your experiences! 
2. Find settings in which you feel psychologically safe in which to experiment and 

practic e! 
3. Develop and use your relation ship s as part of your change and learning 

pro cess! 

Compar ison to Othe r Mode ls of Individual Change 

The proposed model of self-directed change is cons istent with othe r theories for 
understanding how people change. Ther e are not many theories of individual 
change in the professionalliteniture that are based on empirical research or con
ceptual meta-analysi s. In Table I 0.3, this m odel is compared to McClelland's 
twelve propositions for motive acquisit ion and change , Prochaska's model, and 
the model of best practi ces for developing emotiona l intelligence compiled by the 
Consortium for Research on Emotiona l Intelligence in Organization s. The latter 
model is a synthesis of the practices in fourteen model programs studied by mem
bers of the consortium and found to have publi shed evidence of positive impact 
on emo tional intelligence. 

Conclusion 

Our futur e may not be entirely within our control, but most of what we become 
is within our power to crea te. It is my intenti on that the self-directed change and 
learn ing process described in this chapter will provide a road map and guidance 
for increasing the effectiveness of your change and learnin g efforts. As a conclud
ing thought , I offer a few lines from the 1835 John Anster translation of Goethe's 
Faustus: A Dramatic Mystery. In the Prologue to the Theater, one character declares: 

What you can do, or dream you can , begin it, 

Boldness has genius, power and magic in it. 



TABLE 10.3. COMPARISON OF INDIVIDUAL CHANGE MODELS. 

Elements of SOC Process 

Become aware of Real Self 

Become aware of Ideal Self 

Realize discrepancies or gaps 
Realize congruencies or 

strength s 

Identify goals 

Articulat e a plan 

Experim ent and practice 

In context of relationship s 
and psychological safety 

"McCle lland , 1965. 

McClelland's Motive Acquisitiona 

Improvement in self-imag e 

Belief that chang e can, will, should 
occur 

Consistent with demands of external 
reality 

Improvement on prevailing cultural 
values 

Clearly conceptualizes changes as im
provement in self-imag e 

Commits self to achieving goals 

Link desired change to actions 
Link to events in everyday life 

Keeps a record of progress 
Setting dramatizes self-study and lift s 

it from everyday life 

In an interpersonal atmosphere of 
warmth, honest support , and respect 

Persistence of change if new behavior 
is a sign of membe rship in a new 
reference group 

El Consortium Best Practicesb 

Gauge readiness of learners 
Conduct ongoing evaluation research 

Build positive expectations 

Assess individual s and deliver results 
with care 

Make learning self-directed 
Set clear, meaningful , manageable 

goals 

Provide practice and feedback 
Rely on experiential methods 
Use " live" models 

Foster a positive relationship between 
trainer and learner 

Inoculate against setbacks 
Create an encouraging environm ent 
Build in support 

Prochaska's Model e 

Precontempl ation 

Precontemplation 

Contemplation 
Contemplation 

Preparation 

Preparation 

Action 

Maintenan ce 

bCherniss &. Adler, 2000 (also includes a number of guidelines addressing assessment and preparation of the organization for the development program 
or effort). 

<Prochaska et al., 1992. 
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